ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The material in this paper is concerned with rational n X n matrix functions W that are analytic at 00 with W(m) = I,,, the n X n identity matrix. where A is an m X m matrix, B is an m X n matrix, and C is an n X m matrix. An expression (1.1) is called a realization of W. The realization (1.1) is called a minimal realization if m is the smallest possible integer such that W admits a realization (1.1). We say that W is companion bused if it admits a minimal realization (1.1) where A and Ax = A -BC are first companion matrices.
From systems theory it is known that if W is such a matrix function, then it
As will be explained in a forthcoming paper [lo], both minimal and complete factorization of a companion based matrix function W are issues that are closely related to the two machine flow shop problem (BMFSP) and Johnson's rule from job scheduling theory. In the current paper, however, the emphasis is on the study of companion based matrix functions per se.
In Section 2 we collect together some material on companion matrices and rational matrix functions that will be needed later. In particular, we discuss the subjects of minimal and complete factorization of rational matrix functions. We also consider simultaneous similarity of two companion matrices with their transposes. In this context an interesting connection with the Bezout matrix appears.
Section 3 is devoted to the description of companion based matrix functions. Here outer product representations play an important role. These are representations of a rational matrix function of the form where the polynomials p, wI, . . . , w,, and the complex numbers /.Q,. . . , p,, satisfy certain conditions. Among other things, it will be shown that all companion based 2 x 2 matrix functions can be obtained in a simple way from the functions i r( A) Here p and px are manic polynomials of the same positive degree m, r is a polynomial of degree less than m, and p, px and r do not have any common zero.
Section 4 is concerned with minimal factorization of companion based rational matrix functions. We prove that the property of being companion based is hereditary with respect to minimal factorization. That is, if W is companion based and W = W is a minimal factorization of W, then U and V are companion based as well. Furthermore, we present necessary and sufficient conditions guaranteeing that W is companion based if W = CV is a minimal product of companion based matrix functions U and V. It is also
shown that for a companion based matrix function W there exists a one-to-one correspondence between its minimal factorizations and specific factorizations of two manic polynomials associated with W, namely its pole and zero polynomial. The results apply to canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization as well as to complete factorization.
In Section 5 we discuss some algorithmic aspects related to the construction of minimal and, in particular, complete factorizations of companion based matrix functions. We first describe how Johnson's rule from job scheduling theory can be used to determine whether a given companion based matrix function admits complete factorization. Thereafter we make the results of Section 4 explicit for the companion based 2 X 2 matrix functions.
That is, we show how all minimal factorizations of a companion based 2 X 2 matrix function can be obtained. Here a connection with the Euclidean algorithm is made.
As a final part of this introductory section we give an overview of some notation and conventions that are use in this paper. The notation %"" is used for the set of complex (column) n-vectors. The n X n identity matrix is denoted by 1,. The superscript r signals the operation of taking transposes.
The characteristic polynomial of an n X n matrix A is denoted by p,. So p,(A) = det(hl, The zero function is viewed as a polynomial of degree -1.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect together some properties of first companion matrices and some preliminaries on systems theory that are used in this paper. and it is well known that HA = A'H. Since it is obvious that H is invertible, this proves that A and A7' are similar.
Similarity of First and Second Companion Matrices
We shall now discuss this matter for pairs of different companion matrces. The following proposition is a special case of a result of Bart and Thijsse 
Proof.
Let S be an invertible m X m matrix such that SAS' = A?' and SZS' = Zr, and assume that (Y is a common eigenvalue of A and Z. Then
' is a common eigenvector of A and Z corresponding to the eigenvalue ff. IIence Su is a common eigenvector of A'
and Z" corresponding to the eigenvalue cr. Now choose x, y E G""' such that
Pz(A)
A"'-']!, = A-(Y.
(2.3) where p,_,(h) = det(hI,,, -A) and pz( A) = det(hI,,, -2). Then .T E Ker ( (Y I,,, -Ar) and y E Ker(crI,,, -2") as can be verified bv writing out the corresponding equations and taking into account that x,,,_ , = 1. Sinw
Ar and 2" are nonderogatory, the eigenspaces Ker(cwI,,, -A") and
Ker ( cy I,,, -Zr) are one-dimensional (cf. Lancaster and Tismenetsky [22] ).
Therefore both x and y are scalar multiples of SC. Taking into account that the right hand sides in (2.3) are manic polynomials, it follows that 11, = fjz.
But this contradicts the assumption A # 2. Thus the "only if" part of the proposition has been proved.
Next consider the Bezout matrix 9' associated with 11;~ and ,nA. That is. Since the matrix C is invertible, this identity implies that S = (o/r)* and the desired result has been obtained.
2.2.

Review of Rational Matrix Functions
In this subsection we review some material from systems theory. The material is concerned with rational n X n matrix functions. It will be assumed in this paper that these functions are analytic at M with value I,, the n X n identity matrix. The relevant references are Bart et al. [4] , Bart et al.
[5], DeWilde and Vandewalle [14], Gohberg et al. 1171, Kailath [19] , Kalman [20] , Kalman et al. [21] , and Sahnovic [25] .
Let W be a rational n X n matrix function. By a realization of W we mean a representation of the form
4)
where A is an m X m matrix, B is an m X n matrix, and C is an n X m matrix. If W satisfies the standing assumption formulated above, then it is always possible to find such a representation. The standing assumption implies that W T and W-' are also well-defined rational n X n matrix functions. A realization (2.4) of W implies a realization of WT, namely It equals the total number of poles of W counted according to pole multiplicity. A discussion of this notion is given after the next paragraph. Note that 6(W > = 0 if and only if W(h) = I, for all A.
The realization (2.4) is called minimal if m = 6(W). The minimality of (2.4) implies that of (2.5) and (2.6). In particular, the 
Also,
PW)
detW(A) = ~
PWW
To see this, let (2.4) be a minimal realization of W, and note that
=-pw(A) '
Here we used the well-known identity det(I + PQ) = det( I + QP) valid for matrices P and Q of appropriate sizes. Recall that p,, and p$ are the pole polynomial and the zero polynomial of W, respectively. These polynomials were defined in Section 2.2.
Proof. Let (3.1) be a minimal realization of W such that A and AX are first companions. Then (2.6) is a minimal realization of W-'. Now AX is a first companion, and the same is true for ( AXjX = AX + BC = A. This proves the first part of the proposition. For a fourth equivalent statement, see Proposition 3.9 below.
Proof.
Suppose (3.3) is an outer product representation of W with respect to p and p '. Let A be the first companion matrix associated with p.
Then it is well known that 1 A 1 . =-.
: :
Since WI,. . . , I_c,~ are polynomials of degree less than m, there exists a unique n X m matrix C such that
we define the m X n matrix B as follows.
Combining these definitions, we find
/411 = W(h). %-I(h) W?dh>
Recall that A is the first companion matrix associated with p. The structure of the matrix B implies that A ' is a first companion matrix as well. In fact, AX is the first companion matrix associated with p ', because p(h) = det(Al,,, -A) and
Since rank B = 1 we may conclude that (i) implies (ii). It is evident that (ii) implies (iii). So it remains to be shown that (iii) implies (i). (ii) gcd(p; wr, . . . , w,; p"> = 1; (iii) W is companion based, p, = p, and p; = px.
Condition
(ii) can be replaced by gcd(p; wl; . . . ; w,> = 1 or gcd(w r; . . . ; w,,; p") = 1. This is clear from the identity plwl + 0.. + i&w, = px-P.
Proof.
Since p has degree m, it is clear that (iii) implies (i). To prove the reverse implication, we write W in the form (3.1) where A and AX are the first companion matrices associated with p and p ', respectively. This is possible by Proposition 3.3. If 6(W) = m, then the realization is minimal, and it follows that (iii) is satisfied.
It remains to be shown that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. For this we argue as follows. Let cr be a pole of W and write r = r(a) for the order of (Y as a pole of W. Let the Laurent expansion of W at (Y be given by (2.7). Then the pole multiplicity 6(W, a) of W at a is given by (2.8). For j = 1, . . . , r, the n X n matrix W, in the matrix (2.8) has the form W_j = xj[ p1 /_Q a*-pn_r p"l where xj E %?"'. This is clear from (3.3). Hence 6(W, cr) does not exceed the rank of the following nr X r matrix Since X, # 0, the rank of this matrix equals r = r(a).
So 6(W, a> < r(a).
On the other hand, we always have 6(W, (Y) > r(a). Thus 6(W, (Y) = r(a). 
It follows that S(W) = m if and only if C,S(W,
(
Then W admits a minimal realization W(A) = I, + C(hZ, -A)-'B where
Clearly, A is a first companion matrix, and it can be verified easily that AX is a first companion matrix as well. It follows that W is companion based. On the other hand, W does not admit an outer product representation, since ranuW( A) -Z3] = 2 for all but a finite number of A.
Companion Based Matrix Functions of Minimal Size
In this subsection we describe the minimally sized companion based matrix functions with prescribed pole and zero polynomial. Let p and px be two manic polynomials of the same positive degree m. By n,,,( p, p") we denote the smallest possible n for which there exists a companion based n X n matrix function W with p, = p and p$ = px. First we consider the case where p and px are different and have at least one common zero. be a minimal realization of W such that A and AX are the first companion matrices corresponding to p and px, respectively. Then BC = A -AX has rank 1. Now B is an m X 2 matrix and C is a 2 X m matrix. Hence if rank B = 2 and rank C = 2, then rank BC = 2 as well, contradicting the fact that rank BC = 1. Thus rank B = 1 or rank C = 1. As we shall see in the next paragraph, the latter is impossible, so rank B = 1. But then W admits an outer product representation with respect to p and p x, according to Proposi- ---wWk.
P( A)
where wi =px-p and pi = 1. Now Proposition 3.4 guarantees that p ' ( h)/p( A) is companion based with pole polynomial p and zero polynomial
PX.
The second part of Theorem 3.8 can be proved in a similar way to the second part of Theorem 3.6. According to Proposition 2.1, we have in this case again that W is companion based if and only if W r is companion based. Hence both cases rank B = 1 and rank C = 1, appearing in the proof of Theorem 3.6, can occur now. The latter explains the symmetry with respect to W and W T in the theorem. m Note that the assumption gcd( p; p "> = 1 allows for some special choices of the "parameters" vi, . . . , pu,, and wi, . . . , w, featuring in (3.3). Indeed, by choosing p, = 0, /_Q = 1, w, = 0, and w2 = px -p, one sees that the 2 X 2 mat& function-w given-by
is companion based with p, = p and p$ = px. This could already have been guessed from the first part of Theorem 3.8.
Another Representation
In Section 3.2 we concentrated on outer product representations of companion based matrix functions. We shall now discuss another (related) representation, which is particularly useful in studying minimal factorization of companion based 2 X 2 matrix functions in Sections 4 and 5. Our first observation in this context holds for matrix functions of arbitrary size. It can be viewed as a supplement to Theorem 3.2 and is strongly related to Proposition 3.3. It is now obvious that there exist counterparts to Proposition 3.4 and to the second parts of Theorem 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. For example, we have the following result (cf. Theorems 3.6 and 3.7). where T is an invertible 2 X 2 matrix, r is a polynomial of degree less than m, and gcd( p; r; p") = 1.
Since p and px have at least one common zero, r cannot be the zero polynomial. Hence (3.6) can be written as already appearing iti (3.4, can be viewed as a "model" companion based
This again reflects the fact that in this case W is companion based if and only if this is true for W r (take for 2' the reversed identity). In the situation when gcd(p; p"> = 1, one also has the description (ii), with the understanding that one has to allow for taking transposes (cf. Theorem 3.8).
MINIMAL FACTORIZATION
In this section we study minimal factorization of companion based matrix functions. First we show that the property of being companion based is hereditary with respect to minimal factorization. Note that if a is a cyclic vector for A, then A is similar to a companion matrix. This is equivalent to the condition that each eigenvalue of A has geometric multiplicity 1. Of course, a similar result holds for Z as well.
Proof.
If A and Z have a common eigenvalue, then the corresponding eigenspace of M has dimension 2. This implies that a cyclic vector for M does not exist.
Conversely Note that the condition that A, and At do not have any common eigenvalue is equivalent to the condition gcd( p,-; pc > = 1. Unfortunately. the conditions in (ii) and (iii) involving B,C, and B,C, (which are not quite elegant) cannot be omitted. Examples of this can be found easily. Now p"(h) = det(hZ, -A,) and, since A is a first companion, we have C,) and N = Ker pG( A ">. We conclude that M and N are completely determined by p, and pc. Thus U and V are completely determined by p, and pc. This implies the injectivity of @.
Finally, we establish the surjectivity of Q, by constructing @-I( p, p ") for a given pair (p, p") ~9. Put M = Kerp(A) and N = KerpX(AX). From now on, let p and px be manic polynomials of the same positive degree m. In the remainder of this section we specialize to the case of companion based 2 X 2 matrix functions having p as pole polynomial and px as zero polynomial. In Section 3 we have seen that these functions can be obtained in a simple way from the special function
Here r is a polynomial of degree less than m such that gcd( p; r; p") = 1.
We shall describe all minimal factorizations of the companion based matrix function M involving two factors. The basis for our analysis is the following well known lemma (cf. Lang [23] ). The proof of this lemma shows that there is a connection with the Sylvester matrix (also called the resultant) associated with two polynomials. . . , vt are the zeros of q2. Since gcd(q,; q2) = 1, the determinant is nonzero. Thus the system of equations is uniquely solvable. n In connection with Lemma 5.1, the following observation can be made.
As gcd(q,; qe) = 1, one can employ the Euclidean algorithm to produce two polynomials aI and a2 such that a,q, + a,q, = 1. These polynomials can be used next to describe the polynomials r1 and r2 featuring in the lemma. Indeed, one can take rl = a,r (mod q2) and r2 = a,r (mod ql). Now we will describe all minimal factorizations of the companion based matrix function M given by (5.4). Let p1 be a manic divisor of p, and let However, in this case sl, s2, sg = 3,0,3 and t,, t,, 1, = 4, 1, 1. After applying
Johnson's rule, we find that the necessary and sufficient condition (5.2) for the existence of a complete factorization cannot be satisfied. This implies that M does not admit complete factorization.
However, M admits a minimal factorization into five factors: four elementary factors and one factor with McMillan degree 2. This result is obtained 1))
applying techniques that will be described in the forthcoming paper [lo] already referred to before.
